
NEUR30003 – Principles of Neuroscience – Full Lectures Notes 
 
Lecture 20 Notes 
Theoretical Structure 
How a memory is stored, taking a network of neurons interconnect them and give them a rule for them to change 
their strength of connections and store this where it can be recovered from a partial stimulus from the original. 
The Hebbian modification is a neuro-psychiatric theory from 1949 is that, if you have a network of neurons 
where the pre-synapse is active at the same time as the post-synapse, they will each become stronger after every 
simultaneous activation i.e. long term potentiation. This theory was extended by the concept of long term 
depression (LTD) in which synapses weaken when pre and postsynaptic activity is not simultaneous. 
 
Summary definition of LTP - If you stimulate a group of pre-synaptic neurons enough to cause post-synaptic 
neurons  to fire, the synapses between will become more effective, becoming stronger. Note they knew about short-
term changes in the pre-synapse but the changes were so short that they couldn’t be determined to be functionally 
important. LTP and LTD occurring together allows the system to learn faster. They are both important.  
 
Comparing LTP and LTD 
Both effects are specific for that exact synapse involved (homosynaptic potentiation). These two phenomena 
are seen in the same neurons i.e. a single cell isn’t specific to either LTP or LTD, it is capable of both.  
 

LTP LTD 
LTP inputs are stimulated at low frequency to get an 
average sized synaptic potential. After tetanic 
stimulation (short, high frequency) the EPSP to the 
same low frequency results in a heightened response 
to the stimulus.  

By giving a conditioned stimulus that does not excite 
the post-synaptic side, you depress the effect of the 
output of the synapses, resulting in LTD.  

  

 
Post-synaptic mechanisms for LTP 
Neurons are on dendritic spines with a narrow neck and bulbous top. The narrow 
necks makes them biochemically distinct in the spine than the soma of the dendrite 
itself, so the calcium tends to be held within the spine for longer than average. 
 
1. Glutamate excites AMPA receptors and unblocks NMDA receptors for next EPSP. 

Glutamate will also bind to NMDA receptors but these receptors will remain 
blocked until the Mg2+ ion has been removed from the pore 

2. Calcium (and sodium) enters via NMDA receptors, which increases the size of the 
depolarisation and increases the intracellular calcium concentration which 
activates Ca2+-dependent kinases 

3. Kinases phosphorylates AMPA receptors and causes insertion of more AMPA onto 
postsynaptic. The phosphate groups will only be removed by active phosphatases. 

4. Calcium can also enter via voltage-gated calcium channels 
 
Memory in a Molecule 
There’s more to the process, there is a protein called calcium-calmodulin 
dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) is a hinge molecule which consists of a 
catalytic and regulatory subunit connected by a hinge of peptides. It opens its hinge 
structure when then Ca2+-calmodulin complex binds.  The CaMKII is constitutively 
active until dephosphorylated by a phosphatase. 
 
Memory is stored within the molecule according to the number of phosphorylated 
CaMKII within are ring. Note the CaMKII can actually auto-phosphorylate other 
CaMKII molecules in the ‘rosette’ which forms the memory as this process is ongoing 
during the AMPA receptor tetanic stimulation process. The phosphatases involved are 
also calcium-dependent, but responds to a smaller amount of calcium than CaMKII so 
increasing calcium  ‘a bit’, you’ll get the phosphatases in action for LTD, but increasing 
calcium ‘a lot’ and you’ll get the CaMKII activated.  
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Regulation of Protein Synthesis 
There are structures called silent synapses which don’t have 
AMPA receptors on the membrane but will have them stored. These 
receptors will only be put on the membrane when there is sufficient 
stimulus to make. 
 
However, phosphorylation is time-limited so we need to explain how we can store memories (like names) for a life-
time. One mechanism which describes this is in the phosphorylation of CREB (protein synthesis of the Cyclic 
AMP Response Element-Binding protein) which regulates gene expression. The genes will be activated to create 
proteins that remain permanently on the membrane.  
 

Sources of Ca2+ entry 
NMDA receptors are not the only source of calcium, there are actually action 
potentials which are generated in the axon, meaning it travels in both directions; up 
to the soma and down to the axon terminal. This is termed back propagating 
dendritic action potentials which cause a depolarisation which opens voltage-
dependent calcium channels to increase cytoplasmic calcium concentration. There 
are also intracellular stores e.g. metabotropic glutamate receptor mGluR1 
which causes calcium to be released from the endoplasmic reticulum to favour LTP.  
  
The lecturer stresses that it is the timing of the calcium releases which leads to 
either LTP or LTD, but there is a close association with this back-propagation 
process which leads to long term change i.e. assuming the EPSP occurs downstream 
 
Spike Timing Plasticity 
1. AP precedes EPSP à leads to LTD downstream. Because, if the AP comes 

first causing a back—propagation of calcium release then the calcium is 
dispersed before the actual EPSP hits and you’ve only activated the 
phosphatases  

2. AP follows EPSP à leads to LTP downstream. If the AP comes after the EPSP 
then you have a much greater concentration of calcium which leads to tetanic 
stimulation and activation of AMPA receptors, with enough calcium for 
CaMKII activation.  
 

Lecture 21 Notes 
Memory over time 
Ebbinghaus used measured the loss of memory on a forgetting curve 
by testing the retention of random information over the course of 
elapsed time. The longer the delay in testing and rehearsing, the lower 
the retention, quantitative in an exponential curve.  
 
To determine where this was occurring in the brain, Lashley removed 
quantities of cortex to see whether he could force memory of a maze in 
a rat’s brain to be lost. So his theory was that memory wasn’t stored 
anywhere specifically, but had a ‘hologram like’ projection across the 
brain and could only be mildly affected by taking sections of brain out.  
 
Navigation and building upon abstract information 
“Who are we and what is the story we tell ourselves?”  
One of the ways we can navigate is by dead reckoning i.e. if you understand where you moved then you can 
determine location based on your movement i.e. if you travelled to an island you can ‘reckon’ the location based 
on how fast you’ve been going and how long you’ve been travelling for. The world is a blank space only detailed 
by your navigational traces. 

 
A vastly more superior way that we navigate is by using a cognitive map i.e. 
bits of information from experiences conjugate together to form cognitive maps 
of areas in space, enhanced by monuments in a scene. We now know that this is 
a hippocampal function of the declarative memory. We know this 
through the famous patient “H.M.” who suffered anterograde amnesia (can’t 
form new memories) and suffered the full loss of declarative memory. However 
he had 25% of remaining hippocampus so still had spatial memory. Unlike Loni 
Johnson who had 0% hippocampus who has anterograde and retrograde amnesia. 
So you absolutely need hippocampus to form declarative memory.  
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Hippocampal Anatomy 
Forms at the edge of the cortical sheet, an outgrowth of the lateral vesicles. The 
hippocampal structure’s most medial bit folds inwards to form the Dentate gyrus and 
Ammon’s horn. It is very medial in the brain and is composed of the AH, DG, 
subiculum (sub) and entorhinal cortex (EC) and is found close to the thalamus (LGN). 
 
Hippocampal Circuits 
As we discussed in the context of LTP, there are Schaffer collaterals and CA1/3 
pyramidal cells which favour synaptic plasticity. Information flows in a loop from 
the cerebral cortex à entorhinal cortex à subiculum à Ammon’s horn / dentate 
gyrus à subiculum à entorhinal cortex à back out to the cerebrum. Review LTP. 
 

Spatial Navigation 
In the 1970s, scientists were recording a freely-moving mouse. When they were 
recording from the hippocampus they discovered that there were some cells which 
responded every time it was within the same location within its environment. This 
was a serendipitous discovery. They named these place cells which fired 
strongly when they were in a specific environmental position. Interestingly, the 
place cells weren’t found to be topographic within the hippocampus. 
 

But this didn’t make sense because the environment was relatively new for the rat. They then found other cells e.g. 
grid cells which fires at regular intervals (metric intervals in a grid-like pattern, basically responding to distances 
covered). There were also boarder cells specific to edges, head direction cells specific (a cell which fires when 
the animal is facing in a particular direction in an environment, specifically relative to the environment, not like a 
compass) and speed cells which respond in proportion to how quickly you are travelling. The bottom line is that 
these all have synaptic plasticity and are turned to the aspects of navigation for fast navigational spatial declarative 
memory. 
 
Place cells continued 
The array of place fields were not topographic. But place cells don’t just respond to place, they also respond to 
what occurred in that space i.e. what other objects were in the space and what happened in that space – all of this 
information is also going into your cognitive map. The pattern of place cell activation during the day is replayed 
/ rehearsed when you are sleeping.  
 
The place cells are very dynamic and can be reconfigured to you moving around and changing your environment. 
This is tied to your episodic memory which is able to remember space to rescale your cognitive map so that the 
place cells have a whole new role in association with the new environment. It was found that an NMDA receptor 
antagonist blocked this reconfiguration process.  
 
Apparently, going to sleep enhances this configuration by consolidating the 
memory. We also try to explain how it is easy for us to make logical connections 
between memories, and why we find it easier to memorise something that isn’t 
abstract but is attached to a pre-established structure. The theory is that all of 
memory could function as a large cognitive map, where new information is better 
stored if it is somehow associated with the growing web of information made 
dynamically in the brain.  
 
Grid and Place Cells 
*We also know that the grid cells fire at theta rhythm and this rhythm is 
especially dominant during the exploratory phase of navigation. However, we 
do not yet know why this is the case. The image is measuring endorhinal cells, 
showing a combinatorial case of information. 
 
The place cells get their identity from the grid cells. i.e. grid cells encode a specific combination of place cell 
identities for each new environment. If you do hundreds of recordings over time, the contribution from a thousand 
neurons gives you a very specific map of a specific environment e.g. the rat is able to tell exactly where it is along 
a runway due to a highly specific rnapping of its location in a cognitive map made up of place cell firing. 
 
The only current theory to explain this is that the grid cells have a variety of different cells (like a variety of 
combinations) which, when selected, leads to a specific combination of place cell labelling. This would make sense 
of what the endorhinal cortex is doing when it is making combinations of information. Summary message – our 
experience of the world is like navigation, we make categories of inter-related concepts making cortical maps of 
information. 


